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Introduction
There are three certainties in life:
death, taxes and law firms needing
a new practice management
system at some point.
This Practice Primer has been put
together to help law firms approach
and implement a PMS project with
confidence.
Everything we have learnt from the
past three decades plus a dozen
recent engagements and our ongoing ‘MarketWatch’ we will distil
down for you as we run through:
◆ The definition of a PMS project
◆ A high-level overview of vendors
and their direction of travel from
a strategic and technological
perspective
◆ The traditional PMS project
approach
◆ An alternative PMS project
approach
◆ Extracting best value from
consultants and suppliers
◆ Building an effective project
team
◆ Preparing the team for change
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What is a Practice
Management
System (PMS)
project?
There are different definitions of
what a PMS is – an accounts system,
a time and billing platform, a single
system that does everything or a
collection of integrated systems
which do everything.
Some people even suggest that a
PMS is equivalent to an Enterprise
Resource Planning (ERP) solution
for lawyers.
This may sound like a simplistic
view, but traditional law firm
application architecture is either
based on a best-of-breed or single
provider approach. Either way,
the core application remains the
traditional accounting system
solution with additional functions
bolted on.
With the emergence of a strong
‘LegalTech’ start-up community
we are seeing this becoming even
more prevalent. Venture capital
(VC) backed technology companies
are driving a wave of tactical point
solutions for certain matter types,
enhanced collaborative working and
risk management.
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The definition of PMS used within
a firm is typically an indication of
the software architecture they are
currently using and to some extent
this terminology will inform the
expected scope of the project.
A PMS project is not so much
about the software element but
rather more about identifying and
implementing a strategy which
determines how the firm presents
and uses its IT services.
A PMS project which is only defined
as a replacement accounting
system will be a disappointmentto
all involved: such an approach
will not lead to any element of
organisational change.

A PMS project should be seen as
a once a decade opportunity to
revaluate how the firm operates and
to deliver a platform that supports
the firm’s operational model. The
investment should realise clearly
defined benefits in terms of
streamlining business process and
enhancing legal service delivery.
Whatever the definition or whatever
end system is used the replacement
of a PMS is a major project: it is
the equivalent of replacing the
organisation’s IT heart.
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Figure 1: Typical Law Firm IT Applications
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Market overview
The market has changed
significantly in the last few years
with a stream of acquisitions
and some vendors exiting the
marketplace all together.
The flurry of activity started in early
2019 when Lexis Nexis exited the
PMS market completely when they
sold their MS Dynamics-based
LexisOne product to SAGlobal.
More recently though, it is the
acquisition market that has
been busy with a steady stream
of takeovers making the legal
technology headlines.
In February 2020 Practice Evolve
acquired Linetime. Whilst Practice
Evolve has its own PMS by the
same name, this was largely used
in Ireland and Australia and the
company had struggled to gain a
foothold in the UK market. One of its
main drivers for acquiring Linetime
was to extend its presence amongst
top tier law firms.
However, Practice Evolve’s
acquisition hunger was not sated
and in December it also purchased
SOS. It has said it will continue to
invest in all three systems and has
no plans to merge them in the
short-term. However, it has also
said there will be a convergence of
technology and in the future the
products may become more aligned
- but done in a way which causes
minimum disruption to clients.
Practice Evolve is also working
on a new cloud version of its core
product which one would assume
will benefit from the strengths of
the different products. Practice
Evolve itself is owned by the
gigantic Australian Technology
Investors who also own Leap and
Infotrack.
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In June 2020, The Access Group
announced its intention to acquire
Eclipse Legal Systems from Capita.
Eclipse is the company behind
the Proclaim Case and Practice
Management system; there’s a large
customer base, particularly in the
niche high-volume Personal Injury,
Debt Recovery and Conveyancing
space.
The Access Group is known in the
Top 200 as a leading provider of
HR systems. The strategy seems
to be to extend its HR services to
customers of the Proclaim product
and conversely offer additional
services to the Top 200, thus
extending its presence in the legal
sector.
The following month, in July 2020,
The Access Group also announced
its acquisition of another Practice
Management System, DPS (aka DPS
Spitfire).
This takeover is more confusing,
especially given how closely it
came after the purchase of Eclipse.
DPS/Spitfire is typically used by
smaller firms and would be a direct
competitor with Eclipse.
This situation was further confused
as the Access Group went on to
purchase Select Legal who, like DPS
was a solution typically used by
smaller firms.
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It has yet to be seen how Access
Group will manage the situation,
although like the Practice Evolve
group they say all three products
remain viable and it is expected a
new product will result from the
merging of the solutions.
This acquisition quickly established
The Access Group as a significant
presence in the mid-tier but it does
not seem to have the products
which would be of interest to its
traditional ‘Top 200’ client base
given than both Eclipse, DPS and
Select tend to be used by firms with
between 20 to 150 users.
Then in another dizzying move,
Advanced Legal acquired Tikit.
Advanced says it will invest in both
the Tikit Partner for Windows (P4W)
and Advanced Legal Business (ALB)
products. Advanced Legal also
provides two of the most widely
used forms solutions (Oyez and
Laserforms) as well as a plethora of
historical PMS solutions.
Advanced says that this will increase
its presence within the Top 100
law firms. As with Practice Evolve
and its takeover of Linetime and
SOS, Advanced has also talked of a
‘convergence’ of development and
shared components between the
solutions. The current plan is that
ALB will be used for smaller clients
and P4W for larger ones; while for
firms in the middle Advanced will
put both products on a head-tohead basis.

Given this significant amount of
consolidation there are scenarios
where firms have left a vendor
to seek improved service with
another, now find themselves back
in the fold of the vendor they were
previously dissatisfied with. How
this all plays out will be watched
closely over the next couple of years.
Whilst all the changes of ownership
have been going on we have also
seen Peppermint quietly depart
from the ‘full featured’ PMS market,
retrenching to its core Dynamics
CRM functionality and seeking to
integrate with other best of breed
solutions for Accounting and DMS
functionality. This change of focus
must also leave mid-size firms
contemplating what it means.
However, one of the positives of
all of this change is that in the
medium-term there should be the
opportunity for a more competitive
market with a number of vendors
seeking to move into the upper or
mid tiers with their offering.

Advanced hasn’t got a great history
of PMS product management.
About a decade ago it bought most
of the small-market competition
and summarily ‘end of lifed’ their
products. This policy has since
been reversed with Advanced now
supporting products as long as
clients want to use them. However,
the nervousness of the client base is
understandable.
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When looking across the whole landscape, where does that leave us?
For the smaller law firms, the cloud-based LEAP, Clio, Klyant, Osprey and Hoowla
solutions provide an attractive option for those looking for a product that does the
basics and works out of the box.
However, for the mid-tier law firms the market is much busier, and the choice of
system will depend on the functional requirements identified by your firm. The main
systems in this mid space are detailed below.

Large
Law

(400 Users)
Aderant | TR Elite

Large Law

(200-400 Users)
Aderant | TR Elite | Linetime Liberate
Tikit P4W | SOS

Mid(100-200 Users)
Aderant (Cutdown) | TR Elite (Cutdown) | Linetime Liberate
Tikit P4W | Eclipse Proclaim
SOS Connect | DPS | Practice Evolve
Small

(50-100 Users)
Linetime Liberate | Tikit P4W | Advanced ALB | Eclipse Proclaim
SOS Connect | Select Legal Lawfusion | Insight | DPS
LEAP | Practice Evolve

Mirco Law

(Less than 50 Users)
LEAP | ClIo | Klyant
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The difficulty for firms looking to purchase systems in this tier is knowing
what the long-term strategy is for vendors who now have more than one
PMS in the marketplace.
Vendor
Access Group

Advanced Legal
Insight Legal
Practice Evolve
Select Legal

The current situation is a new and
significant risk. It is well known that
due to the unique niche nature of
the products the resources of PMS
vendors are limited. In particular
those owned by venture capitalists
who are looking for growth and/ or
efficiencies are often really pared
back in terms of support and
service resources. Indeed, one of the
historical complaints of Advanced
Legal clients is the lack of client
service and account management.
By taking over competitors it may
well increase the value of the
business but there are not obvious
efficiencies to be gained.
Each product will need unique
development and support services.
There can only be one answer to
this challenge - convergence of
products. The question where a
vendor has multiple products then
becomes which horse will they
back?

System
Eclipse Proclaim
DPS Spitfire
ALB
Partner for Windows (PW4)
Insight
Linetime Liberate
Practice Evolve
Lawfusion

Will they seek to converge or
support these systems over the
long term? If firms choose the
wrong system, are they going to be
expected to go through another
change management process to
replace an unsupported system in
years to come? When entering into
a contract with any of these vendors
you must manage the risks of early
product ‘end-of-lifeing.’
Our advice in this market would
be for firms to press vendors on
their long-term strategy and secure
guarantees around longevity. The
increased competition in the midtier could make this very much a
buyers’ market.
Turning our attention to the top
tier, the systems that traditionally
serviced the larger firms are Elite 3E
from Thomson Reuters and Aderant
Expert.
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Aderant and Elite are both currently
looking to extend their reach
downwards into the mid-market:
given their domination of the
larger firms there is nowhere else
to go for them in the top 200. They
each will occasionally win a client
from a competitor but it’s a largely
stagnant market.
Both of these systems have
traditionally been ‘best of breed’
finance systems. However, both
vendors have been building out
other functionality which is putting
them on course to compete on a
more head-to-head basis with the
smaller mid-market ‘single solution’
vendors.
Equally they have both recently
announced a subscription-based
web version of their products.
These are cut-down versions of
the solutions which are very firmly
aimed at firms with circa 100 fee
earners.
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You will note we have not yet
mentioned Peppermint which was
the market’s ‘darling’ a few years
go. Peppermint promised a new
world – a PMS based on a CRM
solution which would bring client
management and interaction to the
fore. It was a wonderful strategy but
like many new IT solutions it does
not deliver to the sales promises.
Early adopters reported issues
with email management, high
customisation costs, poor finance
functionality and much higher than
expected ownership costs. Sadly,
most early adopters were firms used
to old but very functional solutions
such as Videss and did not have the
resources to make Peppermint a
viable solution.
Peppermint is one of the costliest
solutions in the market and in our
view is not a viable product for the
mid-market and should only be
considered if the firm is prepared to
invest significantly and long-term in
customisation services.
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The traditional
approach to PMS
projects
Project lifecycle
Contemplation stage
A PMS project typically starts with
internal discussions about something
needing to be done. A conversation
is normally triggered by one of the
following reasons:
◆ End of life – The incumbent vendor
advises that the current system is
“End of life” andremoved as of some
future date
◆ Underperforming – Sometimes there
is a particular frustration with the
system such as:
◆
◆
◆
◆
◆

instability (crashing or data quality issues)
poor end-user experience
lacking key functionality
system processes are convoluted or
require manual by-passing
lack of engagement from the vendor

◆ Vendor mismanagement/risk
– Sometimes the supplier and
firm have developed a very poor
relationship or a vendor has become
a risk to the firm. This is often caused
by:
◆ mismatch of expectations
◆ firms feeling they are not important to
the supplier  

◆ lack of delivery of promised functionality/
◆

services
consolidation of PMS suppliers
introducing short and long-term risk

◆ Misaligned system – On occasion
firms have systems which simply
don’t meet their business needs. For
example, a firm that does a lot of
‘projects’ with fee earners from multi
disciplines working together on a
fixed-fee basis - but a system that
can’t cope with maintaining subbudgets (or reporting on this) within
one matter.

At this stage, most firms will speak to
the incumbent supplier and arrange
some product demos with other
vendors to ‘get a feel’ for the possibilities.
It is not unusual for this aspect to take 6
to 18 months.
Discovery & Contracting Stage
We then move into the Discovery &
Contracting Stage. It is here, when the
more informal ‘having a look around’
morphs into a committed exercise
with a structured process, that many
firms pause: they can quickly feel
overwhelmed by the scale of the task,
questioning if they have the time
and skills to undertake the project
successfully.
Their next step is either to turn
to external consultants for help
or, sometimes, some firms are so
overwhelmed (or over-awed) that they
simply rely on what was said during
the demonstrations rather than having
a structured checklist/ requirements
document to assess their decisions.
Some go as far as looking to the
consultant to take full responsibility for
the project end-to-end.
The contracting element alone can take
several weeks – after all no law firm will
sign up to any old contract. What tends
to happen is the contract is given to
an internal lawyer who may not have
experience in software application
contracts and who also has a heavy
fee-earning workload - and internal
contracts are simply not given priority.
Therefore, it is often best to instruct an
external IT contracts lawyer to look after
this task.
Again, this stage can take between 6 to
18 months
|9
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Implementation Stage
Once contracts are signed, depending on complexity and supplier resources
the implementation stage can take between 12–18 months.
Since the financial crisis of 2008, law firms have become more aware of
overheads and ‘the middle’/fee-burning teams have reduced to business-asusual levels – so thought must be given to how a project will be resourced.
During this time firms often expect the teams implementing the solution
(primarily IT, Finance and Marketing) to carry on with their existing day-to-day
role as well as the project work.
This not only introduces pressure and stress to the staff working on the
project it can lead to major project issues as work is done in a ‘reactive way’ at
the last minute or is slotted in around other priorities.
For example, during this time there will be multiple data conversions (a
minimum of two) and each data testing cycle will take between 5 to 10 days
of testing.
Summary
In total the whole project cycle can range from between 18 – 54 months.
The model is flawed in several ways, not least the disproportionate time taken
to make a critical business decision.
The model also introduces project fatigue points at the end of each phase.

Figure 6: Traditional Project Timeline

It is not unknown for firms to be so exhausted by the selection process
that they have little energy left for the implementation and can’t actually
remember what they were striving to achieve.
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Project resourcing
In a project where the firm is reliant on external consultants to lead the
project, we usually expect to see this pattern of internal involvement.

Figure 7: Project Resourcing Pattern

Initially there may be a few false starts as the firm moves towards acceptance
of the need for the project. Then there will be an event that triggers the
‘enough is enough’ conversation and the project will start in earnest.
With a traditional style engagement, a consultant will tend to be quickly fully
allocated to the project, reducing internal control and ownership. The reliance
on internal resources will peak at major project stages.
Typically, project resources are reduced as closely to go-live as possible. This
underlines the project fatigue issue and is an indication of the short-term
view of a PMS project. This could also explain why most PMS projects result in
disappointment.

Cost vs value
If we consider the cost vs value equation in this traditional model it is not
unusual for the firm to incur significant consultancy costs during the
selection process.
We have already discussed the state of the market and highlighted the
limited options open. So you have to question what value a bespoke 300page tender request adds to the process.
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Figure 8: Cost vs Value

Firms following this model are unlikely to receive value for money from their
external advisors, who after all cannot predict or protect against supplier
merger or strategy direction.

An alternative approach
Why question the traditional approach? When you see things fail, don’t you
want to fix them?
We may be sounding quite negative about PMS projects but the truth is
we are sceptical of the traditional approach. This is because of first-hand
experience: a growing portion of our work is turning around failing PMS
implementation projects
Good for us, and good ultimately for our clients, but not great that they have
to go through the pain in the first place – and it happens because they’ve
relied on the traditional project model.  
Given the 10–15-year PMS lifecycle and the complexity of the project it is not
surprising that internal teams may lack experience and confidence around
delivery. That is frequently compounded by the known risk of a PMS project
resulting in personnel changes across IT or Finance leadership.
However, rather than relying on consultants to take over the project they
should be used strategically/tactically to assist the process.

| 12
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This is the traditional model:

Now compare that with our new model approach:

Alternative project lifecycle
Contemplation stage
The reality is that there is probably little we can do with the initial
‘contemplation’ stage as the firm needs to determine its needs and start
‘feeling its way’ around the whole undertaking.
For those firms currently at this stage we would encourage you to start
making a detailed analysis of the challenges with your existing system;
but more critically to start to identify what is really important to the
business. Even if you are being ‘forced’ to change, look to turn that negative
to a positive. We’ve seen a significant uptick in requests from firms for
presentations to the partnership on how best to move such a daunting
project forward.
Selection stage
Given the lack of choice in the market and lack of functional differences the
selection piece becomes much simpler. The focus should be on strategic
direction of the firm and not on which product can perform your existing
business processes.
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There are three strategy choices and your decision is likely to be largely driven
by your wider application architecture and the level of appetite for change:  
◆ A pure PMS with other best-of-breed tools to enhance the end-user
experience
◆ A new approach which will fundamentally change how the business
operates
◆ A single supplier solution (accepting the solution will not have all the
features of best-of-breed specialist solutions)
Once the strategy has been settled upon the selection can very quickly focus on
a couple of suppliers; that’s an immediate gain as you’re looking more at a due
diligence exercise rather than a long-winded comparisons of functions.
By tackling the project this way rather than the traditional approach of
documenting all existing processes to the nth degree, you stay far more aware
of what is of critical importance and what is going to add value to the business.
Plus, you lessen the risk of buying a new system which works much the same
way as the old system and consultants getting ‘money for old rope’ as they drag
out the selection process!
In our approach we have a templated Request to Tender (RTT) which covers the
majority of functionality you would require of a PMS solution. This encourages
the focus on the firm’s unique aims rather than detailing only standard out-ofthe-box functions.
The contractual project documents should then be based around these critical
aspects rather than functionality – for example, the process for billing or
workflow for time entry and submission.
Preferred supplier
Once you have identified your preferred supplier then the project team and the
supplier can come together to identify the best way to configure the software
and to identify any processes which need to be changed.
By undertaking the analysis and configuration at this phase we are able to
zero in on the best way to get efficiencies from the new system; rather than
attempting to shoehorn the new software in just so it can work the same way
as the existing platform. The latter is a frequent consequence of where current
processes have been defined in the RTT and the team feels it has to recreate
them, as opposed to being encouraged to optimise and reinvent.  

| 14
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Go-live
In our proposed model we are also recommending that the go-live period is
extended, effectively moving the investment from the selection phase into the
go-live phase. It is easier for fee-earners and support staff to adopt incremental
changes, rather than wholesale change in one go.  
This is to ensure that the product is properly embedded in the organisation and
that a long-term view is maintained to ensure ROI. It is during this phase that all
knowledge is transferred from external to internal resources.
It is good practice to set out a rollout strategy that incorporates:
◆ Go-live to provide business-as-usual/must-have functions
◆ 3 months + for the introduction of enhancements
◆ 6 months + for the maturing of the product  
In other words, go-live should not just be about the go-live day but planned and
treated as a systematic project to achieve value from the investment.  
Very often firms underestimate the amount of training and support that endusers will need to be able to take full advantage of the new solution and hence
the software is never used as envisaged – immediately compromising that
quest for value.  
This is a major problem as fee earners are under pressure to deliver chargeable
hour targets and getting buy-in from partners to release staff for IT training
is understandably challenging - as is trying to teach a huge system in a
condensed timeframe.
There should be an expectation that training can be delivered in a phased way
with users initially getting trained only on what they need for them to be able
to effectively operate on day one. Ideally the concept of regular IT training to
improve system efficiencies, expand knowledge and provide general refreshers
should be embedded into a firm’s learning and development strategy.
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Potential staffing model
In this model the internal staff requirements look similar to the traditional
model.

Internal resources
However, rather than outsourcing the decision-making as before, the firm now
retains control and ownership.
Many firms start a PMS project on the premise that internal staff can undertake
a project as well as doing their day jobs. The reality is that this is unrealistic as
most people are gainfully employed, especially after the restructuring that most
firms have undertaken. This can cause delivery timescales to slip, especially
during the testing phases when it is essential that any issues are identified and
passed back to the vendor as soon as possible.  
In this model we will scope out the critical project team and identify areas of
their roles which can be moved to other internal staff or to temporary staff for
the duration of the project.
It is only by freeing up these key internal staff that a firm will truly get
ownership and control of its PMS project.
External advisors
External consultants can add great value as a subject matter expert or ‘critical
friend’ during the project. Their experience and exposure to other environments
will provide a breadth and depth of domain expertise and insight which is
unattainable internally.
One example of this is during the planning of the project. It is easy for suppliers
to ‘bounce’ firms into a plan that fits in with their sales cycle but doesn’t fit in
with the firm. It is equally easy for a firm to be unrealistic about the internal
resources needed to deliver success.

| 16
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An experienced external advisor will be able to assist in determining realistic
plans and resourcing requirements as well as adding a layer of assurance and
continuity throughout the project.
It is highly likely that the PMS will have integration with other software
applications and a dependence on a robust infrastructure platform. An external
consultant will be able to identify these dependencies at an early stage and
provide advice on the best way to tackle these areas.  
Vendor experience
The final element is to extract value from the selected vendor. After all it is
they who know their product the best and a good vendor can dramatically cut
through the design process. The trick is to use this resource in a consultative
selection and implementation phase.
Ensure that the vendor proves exactly how the software will work during the
selection process and is contractually committed to deliver a consultative
approach.
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Building an effective project team
The need to change the PMS system is typically driven through the IT or
Finance teams. This results in the project immediately becoming a ‘technical’
one rather than a strategic one.
That may go some way to explaining something we often see, but which still
comes as a surprise - the lack of involvement from the management board.
Given the level of investment and risks involved in a PMS change project, the
management board needs to take a strong leadership role.  
Ideally before a project starts there
should be board-level ownership and
direction. We would recommend
the board-level sponsor is not
involved in the day-to-day aspects
of the project. By their very nature
a Director of Finance will focus on
financial aspects, Director of IT on the
IT; whereas the board-level sponsor
needs to ensure the strategic view is
understood and adhered to.

Identifying stakeholders
Once the board-level sponsor is in place we need to identify the wider
stakeholder group. With a PMS project the stakeholder group is necessarily
wide and will include the different fee earning groups as well as all the
functional support areas.
There is a danger of trying to
run the project via an unwieldy
committee structure and that
certainly needs to be avoided.
It is therefore essential that as
part of the planning process the
stakeholders clearly understand
what their involvement will be.
A RACI plan is a good tool
to assist in determining and
clarifying the roles:
◆
◆
◆
◆
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Project team performance
Given that we are forming a project team from disparate areas of the business it
is not unusual for the project team to have not worked together before.
Add into that the competing elements of focus - Finance, IT, Reporting, BD
and Fee Earner - and it is very normal for the project team to need to transition
through the standard ‘Forming, Storming, Norming and Performing’ cycle.

Typically, law firms are not very good at assisting teams through this process.
But by identifying the necessary board-level involvement and key stakeholders
early in the project, these stakeholders can assist with ensuring that the team is:
a) provided with a common understanding of the project
b) comfortable with the mandate to perform and deliver
c) fully aligned on the mission goals.
As regards the latter, there have been several PMS projects where either the
Head of IT or Director of Finance has been ‘problematic’, as they fear the change
or there is a conflict regarding the project direction.  
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Forming  
Initially the project leadership will need to be directive in nature and the board
sponsor and stakeholders will need to undertake the role of pushing the project
forward.


Storming
During the storming phase processes are defined and matured and project
relationships start to be built. During this stage there tend to be pressure points
between functional teams so the board-level involvement/external view is
extremely useful in enabling the team through this period.


Norming
It is during the Norming phase when the project team starts to become more
cohesive. Typically, this will be in the early to mid-part implementation phase.
The project leadership can take a step back as the various work streams focus
on their deliverables. For example, Finance can be defining the billing process,
IT can be defining infrastructure and considering the security aspects of the
new solution.


Performing
In the Performing phase - typically towards the mid-way part of the
implementation process - the project team will fully understand the vision with
deep domain knowledge of their particular allocated work streams.
By building an efficient project team with internal leadership the firm will
retain the focus and knowledge after the initial go-live – also resulting in a more
efficient business services support group.

| 20
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Mapping the project
In order to set the project direction, the primary stakeholders will set clear
business objectives. This needs to be done prior to agreeing any plan and dayto-day project management. By approaching the project this way the project
remains business focused and not technical.
The business goals should lead to a common understanding of the project by
the team and are also essential in getting wider buy-in to the project from the
whole firm.
Sadly, experience has shown that all too often there isn’t even a clear
understanding amongst the project team, let alone the wider firm.

Only once the stakeholders are clear on the project aims should we move into
the project processes and leadership definition phase and from this we move
into the planning phase.
It is also essential to build some early achievable goals into the plan. It is very
dispiriting for teams to have just one major ‘go-live’ objective calendared for 18
months down the line.
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Preparing the firm for the project
As we said right at the beginning a PMS project will impact the whole firm - so
much so that many firms use the implementation of a new PMS system as an
agent of change.
The job of the board-level owner is to ensure that the firm doesn’t just see the
PMS project as another IT/Finance-led initiative.
This is the opportunity for the firm to challenge the accepted norms and
implement good change. Thus it is vital that the wider firm is ‘invested’, and
gains the same level of understanding of the project’s aims as the project team.
Approach it as a change management project and you need to deal with the
challenges of the change curve: from initial shock through to acceptance and
integration.

There are a few core change principles that can be utilised to engage the firm in
the journey they are about to embark upon:
Communicate the vision – Paint a clear picture of the end goal and how each
person will benefit from the change.
Strike a sense of urgency – Ensure everyone is clear on why the change needs to
take place, and what that need to happen now. What are the implications of not
changing?  
Create short-term wins – Structure the project in a way such that quick wins can
be achieved
Anchor the changes in corporate culture - Through communication channels,
set an example at leadership level to encourage everyone to engage with the
project in a positive manner.
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Conclusions
Focus on implementation
As we identified during the market review there are currently very few options
available. It is therefore important to focus resources on implementation and
benefits realisation rather than selection.
Our recommendation is to focus in quickly on your PMS strategy and select
a partner of choice via a due diligence-style selection rather than a low-level
functional specification ‘shoot-out’.
Use external consultants strategically
The key word here is USE – there is a huge advantage in having that wider view
and experience. Just don’t let external advisors ‘use your watch to tell you the
time’.
Back-fill permanent staff  
Don’t expect staff to do this major project as well as their day job. (If you really
have staff capable of doing such a major project as well as their day jobs you
really should consider looking at your staffing structure). Identify the people
who are key to make this happen and back-fill or remove workload from them.
Extract value from preferred supplier  
Make the supplier work for the sale – be ready to engage beyond your
salesperson. If they think they are a good fit for you and say the system will
work in a certain way, then make them prove it or contract to deliver specific
functionality without ridiculous costs.
Ensure they get customisation resources in place from the start of the process
and get them to undertake as much non-chargeable or fixed-priced work as
possible.
Invest time in preparing the team  
Check that the management board are bought into their responsibility of
making the project work by ensuring that time is invested in preparing and
resourcing the project team. Make sure that everyone on the team has that
single vision of the project.
Invest time in preparing the firm  
Equally, long-term buy-in requires time to be devoted to readying the firm for
change. Money is one investment, commitment is another.
Do not underestimate the amount of time it will take for the end-users to
be trained on the new system. Develop a plan that delivers initial ‘go-live’
operational training but also a long-term strategy to ensure the benefits of the
system are realised.
Retain the long-term vision
The system go-live should be the start of a project. Sadly, it is often seen as the
end. Ensure you have a vision that goes beyond the initial day or you will never
achieve a decent ROI.
There are undoubted pitfalls in PMS selection, but this is why we have given you
an approach that will hopefully avoid or mitigate most of them.
Embarking on such a project is hugely exciting and the potential for a firm to
embrace change and improve service to clients is amazing.
So embrace this rare chance to change how your firm operates. Do not let that
opportunity to transform slip through your fingers.
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